
EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED TO KNOW 
ABOUT COMMANDS, 
TRICKS AND MORE!

GOOGLE
NEST 
HUB



SNOOZE ALARM

WHEN IS MY NEXT ALARM?

CANCEL MY ALARM FOR 8 PM.

SET AN ALARM FOR 25 MINUTES. 

WAKE ME UP AT 7 AM EVERY DAY.

PLAY "HAPPY BY PHARELL" AT 7 AM EVERY MORNING.
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START BY SAYING
"HEY GOOGLE...."



Hey Google,
how do you
make
chicken pot
pie?

say or press
"start recipe"
on the screen

Try saying
 Hey Google

 & 
FOLLOWING
RECIPES

Easily begin your
recipe book by saying

FINDING 

"Hey Google add this
recipe to my cookbook"

 to save it for later!

Next step
Repeat step

What is the next
 ingredient?

Can I replace baking soda
with baking powder?

Set a timer for 15 minutes



Hey Google what is the traffic

like on the way to school?

Hey Google what is the

weather like today?

Hey Google what is happening

in the news today?

Hey Google what are the 

symptoms of a concussion?

FINDING 
INFORMATION

Hey Google how doyou spell

"Melancholy" ?

QUICK 
COMMANDS FOR

Hey Google what is 20 percent

of 650?



"Hey Google, play some

ambient noise." 

"Hey Google, play some hip

hop."

"Hey Google, stop the

music.

"Hey Google, stop the

music in 15 minutes."

"Hey Google play at

half the speed".

"Hey Google who wrote

this."

"Hey Google, skip to

the next chapter." 

"Hey Google, read

Women and Power."

Use your voice to turn on 
your favourite song or listen 
to an audiobook!

Controlling

AUDIOBOOKS 
& MUSIC



Simply open the YouTube app on your 
phone, then tap on the Chromecast icon in

the top-right corner and you'll see all of 
your home's Google/Nest smart displays 
listed.Tap on the one you want, and the 
YouTube app will open on that screen.

WATCH 
YOUTUBE
VIDEOS

Say 
"Hey Google, open
YouTube"!



STAY IN TOUCH!
 www.biaww.org

 info@biaww.com

Brain Connect : virtual@biaww.com

Join our "Tech Talks" every Wednesday at 11 am. Our
Virtual Support coordinator goes live on Zoom to answer

all of your technology questions. 
Can't make it? 

Send your tech questions to virtual@biaww.com

http://www.biaww.org/

